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Orlando Furioso

Five exceptional copies, including the editio princeps 
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The book is one of the ‘black tulips’ of bibliophily
(H.P. Kraus)

The re-discovered Cavalieri copy of the 1516 Furioso

Orlando Furioso de Ludouico Ariosto da Ferrara. Con gratia e priuilegio.
Ferrara, Giovanni Mazzocchi da Bondeno, 22 April 1516.

4° (195 x150 mm). Collation: a-z8, A-K8. 262, [2] leaves (fols. 32, 129, 135, and 257 numbered 23, 
135, 129, and 261 respectively). In this copy leaves r1 and r7, probably due to the fact that their 
numbers were mistakenly exchanged in printing the forme, have been reordered, so that fol. r7 
(erroneously numbered 129), precedes fol. r2, and fol. r1 (erroneously numbered 135) is placed 
between fol. r6 and fol. r8. Lacking, as in all but one recorded copy, the final blank leaf. Fols. a1 and 
a2 supplied in typographical facsimile on antique paper, probably executed early in the nineteenth 
century: the texts are set in an approximation of the original Roman type, including the long ‘s’, 
but with some misunderstanding of its function, while the papal privilege on fol. a2r contains se-
veral errors and misprints; Mazzocchi’s printer’s device (Z 382) on the titlepage has been skilfully 
drawn in by hand, as with Ariosto’s emblem of bees being smoked out of a log, accompanied by 
the motto ‘pro bono malvm’, on the verso of fol. a2. Roman type, cantos printed in two columns. 
Blank spaces for capitals, with guide letters. Olive morocco binding, executed in the first half of 
of the nineteenth century, in imitation of a French-style Renaissance binding. Covers decorated 
with inlaid strapwork forming a geometrical pattern, coloured in red, blue, green, and silver, on a 
gold-dotted ground; fleur-de-lys tools at the corners. At the centre of the upper cover the inscrip-
tion in gilt lettering ‘orlando / fvrioso / di’, within an elaborate frame formed by foliate motifs, 
two birds and fleur-de-lys tools in different sizes. At the centre of the lower cover the inscription 
in gilt lettering ‘lvdovico / ariosto / m.d.xvi.’, within a frame formed by foliate motifs and two 
fleur-de-lys tools. Spine with four raised bands; compartments decorated with coloured inlaid 
strapwork on gold-dotted ground; at the centre of the second and third compartments, a fleur-
de-lys tool. Gold-dotted turn-ins. In a nineteenth-century hazel morocco case, decorated with a 
narrow blind roll; pasted inside large label with the following inscription printed in red ‘nec maris 
altvm / nec viscera terrae / tam pretiosa effvndvnt / avri margaritarvmqve genera / qvae 
digna sint / o liber / tibi conficere vestem’, and the pencilled number ‘6023’; the same number 
is pencilled on the front pastedown of the binding. The case may not have been originally made 
for this book. A copy in good condition; some leaves uniformly browned; stained and spotted in 
places. Old repairs to the outer margin of fols. a3 and a4, and the upper margin of fols. E4 and 
E5, in all cases the small portions of lost text have been replaced in excellent facsimile. On the 
recto of the second front flyleaf, the pencilled, and partly erased, annotation ‘Es. proveniente dalla 
Biblioteca Cavalieri (vedi ex-libris) facsimilate le due prime carte’, written and signed with the 
monogram TdM, i.e. Tammaro De Marinis.

Provenance 
Bernard Quaritch, bookseller in London (see Catalogue Comprising the Best Works in French, 
German, Italian, Spanish & Portuguese Literature, London, 1884-1885, lot 26257);
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William Horatio Crawford (1815-1888; his armorial ex-libris on the front pastedown, with 
the inscription ‘William Horatio Crawford, Lakelands. Cork.’; his sale at Sotheby, Wilkinson 
& Hodge, London, The Lakelands Library. Catalogue of the Rare and Valuable Books, Manuscripts 
& Engravings, of the Late W. H. Crawford, Esq. Lakelands, Co. Cork. Which will be sold by Auction, 
by Messrs. Sotheby, Wilkinson & Hodge... On Thursday, the 12th of March, 1891, and Eleven following 
Days, lot 162); 
To Bernard Quaritch for Benedetto Maglione (1841-1892, see Catalogue de la Bibliothèque de 
feu M. Benedetto Maglione de Naples. Première partie, Paris 1894, p. 191);
Giuseppe Cavalieri (1834-1918; large ex-libris on recto of the front flyleaf; see Tammaro De 
Marinis, Catalogue des livres composant la Bibliothèque de M. Giuseppe Cavalieri à Ferrara, Florence 
1908, n. 83);  
Ulrico Hoepli, bookseller in Milan (see Cento Libri Preziosi. Manoscritti miniati. Incunaboli. Libri 
figurati dei secoli XVI-XVII e XVIII. Esemplari unici. Descritti e illustrati da fac-simili in nero ed in 
colore. Milan 1922, lot 42); 
Giovanni Cigerza (see his sale catalogue, Catalogo di una sceltissima raccolta di libri antichi ed 
a figure del secolo xv al xix spettanti al sig. ing. Giovanni Cigerza che sarà venduta all’asta pubblica 
presso la ditta A. Castagnari via Babuino 57 Roma nei giorni 12-13-14 marzo 1923 alle ore 15,30 
precise, Roma 1923).
Ulrico Hoepli, bookseller in Milan (see Manuscrits & Autographes. Incunables. Livres illustrés. 
Livres precieux. Reliures, Milan, 1955, lot 68).

One of the few surviving copies of the first edition of Orlando Furioso, the first 
work by Ariosto officially printed, and presented here in the exceptional copy 
once owned by Giuseppe Cavalieri, which for the last sixty years, following 
its last recorded appearance in a sale in 1955, has been considered ‘lost’, and 
has now been rediscovered.
The publication of 1516 – a book set in a clumsily-shaped roman type, con-
taining several misprints and numerous stop-press variants – marks the start of 
the enormous and unprecedented fortuna of the Furioso, a true Renaissance 
bestseller, with 155 known editions in quarto, as well as in the more popular oc-
tavo format, published during the sixteenth century, and translated in 1542 into 
French, in 1553 into Castilian, and in 1591 into English. Owing to its universal 
appeal, during the Cinquecento Ariosto’s poem was acclaimed – as Lodovico 
Dolce, one of the poem’s first editors, authoritatively stated - “con lode e grido 
universale”, and constantly imitated, commented, manipulated, criticized, de-
fended, and lavishly illustrated with woodcuts and later copperplates, handsome 
illustrative cycles which attempted to translate into images the complex, woven 
narrative of the Furioso, rightly defined by Italo Calvino the poem of the ‘errant’ 
movement. The wealth of its imagery and imagination had a wide and lasting 
impact on literature, figurative and decorative arts, and even on music, as the 
diffusion of Renaissance madrigals composed alla maniera ariostesca witnesses. 
But it is above all an exceptional story, superbly told. 
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The first edition was published in Ferrara by Giovanni Mazzocchi from 
Bondeno, active in the Este city as a bookseller and printer from 1508 until 
1517/1518, in partnership with the court physician, Lodovico Bonaccioli, and 
the humanist, Ponticus Virunius. For the printing – as a letter written on 17 
September 1515 by the Cardinal Ippolito d’Este, brother of the Duke Alfonso, 
to the Marquis of Mantua testifies – two hundred reams of paper from Salò, 
on Lake Garda, were brought to Ferrara and exempted from customs dues, 
“essendo per far stampare un libro di M. Ludovico Ariosto mio servitore”. 
Ariosto was personally involved in printing, and the Furioso represents one of 
the first works in Italian literature to be produced under the direct control 
of its author, who personally followed it through the press, as the numerous, 
albeit minor, variants, duly witness. The text of the poem, in 1516 containing 
forty cantos, was later emended and modified by Ariosto in the following 
edition of 1521, and in the final and definitive edition of 1532 enlarged to 
forty-six cantos. The copy-text of the 1516 princeps was almost certainly de-
stroyed in the printing shop; some manuscript leaves of the episodes integrated 
into the 1532 edition have survived and are conserved among treasures of the 
Biblioteca Ariostea in Ferrara. 
Subsequent to Ariosto’s death, the fortune of the Orlando Furioso was based 
inevitably on the final 1532 version, and little attention was given to the orig-
inal 1516 version. Recently however, the critical edition of the Orlando Furioso 
secondo la princeps del 1516, by Oxford scholar, Marco Dorigatti, has represented 
the text in its original form, with an apparatus that documents 111 stop-press 
variants and describes in detail all the known copies (Firenze 2006). The editio 
princeps of 1516 is dedicated by Ariosto to his patron, the Cardinal Ippolito – 
‘Allo Illustrissimo e Reverendissimo Cardinale Donno Hippolyto da Este’ (fol. 
a3r) –, and introduced by the privilege, in the version composed by the then 
secretary of briefs Iacopo Sadoleto, and granted by Pope Leo X on 27 March 
1516. The renowned humanist, Pietro Bembo, was responsible for a previous 
version of the privilege, dated on 20 June 1515 and preserved in manuscript in 
the Vatican Library (cod.  Vat. Lat. 3364). 
According to Conor Fahy, about 1,300 copies were printed in 1516, and it is 
known from contemporary letters that the author hawked the book in person 
among his friends and acquaintances. In one instance, it is known that an un-
bound copy was sold for one lira. Of the pressrun of 1,300 volumes, a dozen 
nowadays survive and are owned by institutional libraries, including four in 
Italy (Biblioteca Comunale, Treviso; Biblioteca Comunale Ariostea, Ferrara; 
Biblioteca del Seminario, Rovigo; Biblioteca Nazionale Centrale, Florence). 
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Most of these lack the final blank leaf, which survives only in the Grenville 
copy at the British Library. In several copies the first two leaves – contain-
ing the title-page, the papal privilege, and the woodcut showing the famous 
bee-emblem adopted by Ariosto – are likewise wanting, or have been sup-
plied in facsimile. 
According to the census by Marco Dorigatti, a further seven copies of the 1516 
Furioso are known to have existed in private collections and for various reasons 
have to be considered lost or still have to re-emerge. One of these is the present 
copy, which had a long and distinguished history, previous to its disappearance 
in the 1950s. Its recovery is therefore an exceptional event, which furnishes a 
significant contribution to our still imperfect knowledge of the history of these 
volumes, and more generally of the collecting of Ariosto editions. 
In fact, our volume is the famous Cavalieri copy, after the name of one of its 
owners, Giuseppe Cavalieri (1834-1918). In his account of the same, among 
the ‘Esemplari dispersi’, Dorigatti was able only to provide partial informa-
tion, based mainly on the brief description in the 1908 catalogue of the Cavalieri 
collection, and in subsequent sale catalogues. Its rediscovery therefore allows 
us to provide fuller details about its history and provenance, as well as to inte-
grate the list of its stop-press variants.
As we have anticipated in the bibliographical description above, the first two 
original leaves are missing from the present copy, and have been supplied in 
facsimile on antique paper, certainly in the first half of the nineteenth century. 
Its maiolesque binding was realised in antique and elaborate French Renais-
sance style, again by a highly skillful binder, and much of the story of the 
volume revolves around these two features. It has been possible to trace the 
provenance of the volume back to the second half of the nineteenth century. 
The first significant reference to the copy appears in the Catalogue Comprising 
the Best Works in French, German, Italian, Spanish & Portuguese Literature, published 
in 1884-1885 by the great London bookseller Bernard Quaritch, who de-
scribed it as follows: 
 

Ariosto. Orlando Furioso di Ludovico Ariosto da Ferrara, sm. 4to. First 
Edition, large copy in the early Maiolesque morocco binding, the sides 
covered with ornament, a geometrical interlaced pattern of grand style 
in painted compartments (scarlet, green, blue, and silver) forming the 
groundwork, and all the open spaces filled in with gold dots, except the 
centre compartments in which, within a frame of gold ornament which 
includes the fleur-de-lis and figures of birds, appear the inscription “Orlando 
Furioso” and “Lvdovico Ariosto m.d.xvi”, £ 400. Ferrara, 1516. 
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The binding corresponds exactly to that of the present copy, but the bookseller 
did not mention the loss of the two original leaves, and their replacement in 
facsimile. The price for the book – considered already in the nineteenth cen-
tury of extraordinary rarity – was very high, but it was apparently paid with-
out demur by the first private collector known to have owned the volume, 
William Horatio Crawford (1815-1888), from Cork in Ireland, as his ex-libris 
on the front pastedown duly attests. Crawford’s ‘rare and valuable books’ were 
sold in London on 12 March 1891 by Sotheby, Wilkinson & Hodge, and in 
the sale catalogue the copy is now described in these terms:

Ariosto (L.) Orlando Furioso, in ottava rima, First and Rarest Edi-
tion, headlines of folios 220 and 221 cut into, old olive morocco, cov-
ered with gold tooling within painted compartments, by Roffet dit le 
Facheux, a splendid specimen of his binding, in a case. Small 4to. Ferr-
ara, G. Mazocco, 1516.
One of the rarest of Italian books. Sir A. Panizzi could only discover the 
existence of 8 copies, all but 2 in public libraries. Brunet thinks a copy 
would bring 2,000 francs, and even more at the present time.

A marked-up copy of the Crawford catalogue reveals that the copy – whose 
binding is ascribed no less to the relieur royal Roffet in Paris – was once again 
purchased, or better repurchased, by Quaritch. The London bookseller in fact 
bought the precious Furioso of 1516 on the behalf of a great contempo-
rary Italian collector, the Neapolitan Benedetto Maglione (1841-1892). His 
splendid library was sold in 1894 in Paris, containing – as the title-page of 
the sale catalogue states – the “premières éditions des oeuvres d’Arioste, Boc-
cace, Dante, Pétrarque, Tasso, etc”, including also the celebrated editio princeps 
Mantuana of Dante’s Commedia, in the copy owned by his dedicatee Filippo 
Nuvoloni. The catalogue offers a careful description of the 1516 Furioso, in 
which the features relating to the leaves in facsimile and the binding ‘imitated’ 
in Renaissance style are for the first time indicated here:

Orlando Furioso di Ludovico Ariosto [...] in-4 de 262 ff. ch. à 2 col- et 
1 f. non ch. pour l’errata, mar. brun, dos et plats dor, et ornés de riches 
comp. dor. e mosaïques de mar. noir, vert, rouge, bleu et argent, tr. dor. 
Première et rarissime édition de ce célèbre poème [...] Exemplaire revêtu 
d’une jolie imitation de reliure mosaïqué du XVIe siècle; les deux pre-
miers ff. sont très habilement refaits en fac-similé; petits raccommodages; 
manque le dernier f. blanc.
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The volume was acquired, in all likelihood, by the well-known and already 
mentioned bibliophile from Ferrara, Giuseppe Cavalieri, who was putting to-
gether a splendid library, including much chivalric literature and an impressive 
set of editions of local author, Ludovico Ariosto. In 1908 the great bookseller 
and bibliographical scholar, Tammaro de Marinis, published the catalogue of 
Cavalieri’s library, describing this by now famous copy and its binding: 

Magnifique reliure imitée de l’ancien en mar. brun, dos et plats dor. 
et ornés de riches compart. dor. et mosaïques de mar. noir, vert, 
rouge, bleu et argent, tranches dor. 262 ff. ch., 1 f. pour l’errata, 1 f. bl. 
(manque). Car. ronds à 2 cols. le V° du titre bl.; f. ch. 2, le privilège, au 
v° un bois représ. une ruche et des abeilles. Première edition, d’une 
rarete [sic] insigne. Guidi, pp. 3-5. Les premiers ff. refaits en fac-similé. 
Ex-libris Crawford.

In 1922 the Cavalieri copy can be traced – with the indication venduto, i.e. 
already sold – in Ulrico Hoepli’s catalogue Cento Libri Preziosi, in which the 
two leaves in facsimile are not mentioned, whereas the execution of the bind-
ing is attributed to the seventeenth century and to Venice: 

Ariosto, Ludovico. 
Orlando Furioso [...] cc. 262 num. e 1 non num. per l’errata; caratt. 
rotondo a 2 coll., 4 stanze per ogni colonna intera [...] L’ultima c. 
bianca manca. Venduto. 
Prima rarissima edizione: essa non contiene che 40 canti, come tutte 
le edizioni anteriori al 1532. [...] Nessuno dei grandi antiquari italia-
ni e stranieri, per le mani dei quali sono passati i cimeli bibliografici 
di più squisita rarità, e le edizioni più insigni, ha avuto l’edizione 
originale dell’Ariosto [...] Esemplare proveniente dalla Bibl. Cavalie-
ri; bella conservazione; legatura veneziana del sec. XVII, riccamente 
mosaicata. 

Following this sale, the Cavalieri Furioso is known to have belonged to an en-
gineer from Tortona, Giovanni Cigerza, and was sold again – with his entire 
collection – in Rome in March 1923, as announced by the Rivista delle Biblio-
teche e degli Archivi, where the description mentions only one leaf in facsimile:

La raccolta di libri del sig. Ing. Giovanni Cigenza, messa insieme in 
questi ultimi anni a Tortona, sta per essere venduta in Roma (12-
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14 marzo) a cura della ditta Castagnari. Sono in gran parte opere 
attinenti alla letteratura italiana del XV e XVI secolo e parecchie, 
di grande rarità e interesse, provenienti dalla biblioteca Cavalieri di 
Ferrara. Segnaleremo l’Ariosto del 1516 (1a carta in facsimile).

The last known passage on the antiquarian market of the volume is dated 
1955, when it was included, once again, by Hoepli in his catalogue Manuscrits 
& Autographes. Incunables. Livres illustrés. Livres precieux. Reliures, but this time 
with an explicit statement about the facsimile leaves and the antique-style 
binding:

Somptuese reliure style Grolier mosaïquée en maroquin rouge, vert 
et noir sur fond marron pointillé d’or; fleurs de lys aux angles; au 
centre des plats le titre et le nom de l’auteur entourés d’une déco-
ration aux petit fers. Dentelle intérieure. Etui en maroquin. Les deux 
premiers feuillets de cet exemplaire sont en facsimilé.  

After 1955, this copy with its somptuese reliure style Grolier disappears with-
out trace, while in the same period the only copy of the edition to appear 
on the market was the Vernon-Bodmer one, purchased from the New York 
bookseller, Hans Peter Kraus, by the fellows of Pierpont Morgan Library for 
$ 50,000 in 1972. Kraus included this copy in the catalogue issued to cele-
brate the printed masterpieces, which he sold as a bookseller during a career 
lasting over five decades, defining the first edition of Ariosto’s poem “one of 
the ‘black tulips’ of bibliophily” (Fifty Years. An Anniversary Catalogue of 120 
Outstanding Books printed before 1700, no. 35).
The rediscovery of the Cavalieri copy makes it possible to reduce to six the 
number of so-called lost copies of the 1516 Furioso listed by Dorigatti. Indeed, 
the list can perhaps be shortened even further. The concise entry in a catalogue 
of an unidentified private library, sold in London in 1689 is too insubstantial to 
allow us to speak of a genuine ‘lost copy’, whereas the one printed on vellum 
recorded by van Praet, without actually having seen it, was in all likelihood nev-
er more than a bibliographical ghost. The destiny of the Bovi and Landau copies 
– lacking twenty-one and twenty-three leaves respectively – is still unknown. 
On contrary, the newly re-discovered Cavalieri copy might allow us to cancel 
from the list of missing copies, albeit hypothetically, those once known to have 
been owned by Gaetano Melzi and Renzo Bonfiglioli. 
The crucial point regards the date and place of the making of the two fac-
simile leaves, the restoration of damage in other leaves, and the addition of its 
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present, beautifully executed Renaissance-style binding. All these features re-
flect the nineteenth-century vogue for ‘completing’ defective copies and ‘per-
fecting’ bindings. Here it is a judgement call, since in the past the binding has 
been considered genuine and sold as such. In our opinion, however, it is a very 
skillful imitation done in Italy at the beginning of the nineteenth century, 
after which it began its circulation, through Bernard Quaritch, in the English 
market. This opinion is confirmed by the authority of Tammaro de Marinis, 
and by Neil Harris, who has recently examined the volume. The erroneous 
repositioning of leaves r1 and r7, in particular, shows that at some point in its 
history the book was taken to pieces and put back together again. When the 
volume was rebound in antique style, new flyleaves were added, employing 
different pieces of Fifteenth- and late sixteenth-century paper, certainly of 
Italian origin, which are in contradiction with the supposedly French-style 
of the binding. Especially noteworthy is the sixteenth-century annotation 
written on the verso of one of the rear flyleaves, turned at a 90° angle: ‘emp-
tus Patauij 1561 die sabbati octava mensis januarij [?] 178 lit 13 par.”, i.e. it is 
a leaf recovered from a former list of accounts, which reveals a possible link 
with the city of Padua. It allows us to suggest a possible identity for the fac-
similist and binder. Count Gaetano Melzi (1783-1851), one of the greatest 
names in Ariosto collecting, once owned a copy of the 1516 Furioso, and is 
also known to have perfected the damage in many of his books by recourse 
to contemporary facsimilists. In the third edition of his Bibliografia dei romanzi 
di cavallaria, published in 1865, after his death, his co-author, the bookseller 
Paolo Antonio Tosi, says of the very famous 1487 unicum of Boiardo’s Orlando 
Innamorato, now in the Marciana Library in Venice, that the initial leaves were 
badly damaged by damp and that they were repaired “dal bravissimo Durer 
di Padova, il quale vi ha rattoppate le prime carte, e rifatto buona parte del 
testo, ove mancava” (p. 83). These repairs, absolutely indistinguishable from 
the original, were only identified and described with extensive transcription 
by Neil Harris in an article in the Rivista di letteratura italiana in 1986. The 
retouching of small portions of lost text on leaf a3 of the Cavalieri copy of 
the Orlando Furioso, and elsewhere, is done in exactly the same manner, and 
so it is possible that the Cavalieri copy once belonged to Melzi and that the 
binding and facsimiles are the work of the otherwise unknown craftsman, 
Durer, from Padua. 
It is possible, however, to make a further suggestion about the book’s more re-
cent history. The fact that the last appearance of the Cavalieri copy on the mar-
ket goes back to 1955 makes it plausible that it was acquired by one of the most 
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distinguished Italian Ariosto collectors of the time, who in the 1950s bought 
extensively in the antiquarian market: Renzo Bonfiglioli (1904-1963). He is 
known to have owned a copy of the 1516 edition, which has not otherwise 
reappeared, subsequent to the dispersal of his collection. Dorigatti, however, 
interviewed his son, Geri Bonfiglioli, whose description of the copy as bound 
in morocco with one facsimiled leaf and lacking the last blank matches the 
Cavalieri one in several respects. Therefore, the 1516 Furioso presented here can 
be designated as the possible Melzi-Cavalieri-Bonfiglioli copy.  
Although these hypotheses have a reasonable degree of plausibility, these are 
early days, following the re-emergence of this important copy with its long 
and intriguing history. More work is required, but it confirms that precious 
and valuable books, such as this, rarely disappear altogether, and sometimes 
reappear after very long intervals. Their chances of survival are always good, 
thanks to booksellers and private collectors, who are always aware of their 
importance, extraordinary rarity, and value.
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The first appearance of the posthumous last Five Cantos

Orlando furioso di messer Lodouico Ariosto, et di piu aggiuntoui in fine piu di 
cinquecento stanze del medesimo auttore, non piu vedute. Riueduto, & corretto nu-
ouamente con somma diligenza. 
Venice, heirs of Aldus Manutius, 1545.

Two parts in one volume, 4° (204 x 145 mm). Collation: A-Z8, AA-HH8 (fol. Bij signed Biij; 
fol. Liij signed Kiij, signature mark corrected by hand); AAA-CCC8, DDD4. 247, [1] leaves 
(fols. 167, 169, 175, 202, 208 misnumbered 157, 156, 158, 102, 108 respectively); 28 leaves. 
Italic and roman type; cantos printed in two columns. Aldine anchor at the title-pages and 
on fols. 2H8v and 3D4v (A 12). Blank spaces for capitals, with printed guide letters. Blue 
morocco binding à la dentelle, signed by Nicolas-Denis Derôme, known as Derôme le Jeune 
(1731-1790), and datable between 1760 and 1773 (see below). Covers framed within a large, 
and elaborated dentelle. Spine with five raised bands, underlined by gilt dotted fillets, compart-
ments richly decorated with the famous Derôme bird motif. On the second and third ones 
title and ‘aldus 1545’ lettered in gilt. Rose-pink silk pastedowns and flyleaves, board edges 
tooled with double fillet, inside dentelles. Rose-pink silk bookmark, gilt edges. The original 
blue colour of the covers changing in dark olive. An excellent copy, reglé in pale red ink, gently 
washed; a few and minor spots on the title-page. On the verso of the front silk flyleaf the 
notice ‘B.I. 3394’, referring to the Bibliographie Instructive: ou Traité de la connoissance des livres 
rares et singuliers. Belles-Lettres. Tome i, Paris, chez Guillaume François De Bure, 1765, p. 659, no. 
3394, “Cette édition tient un rang distingué dans la République des Lettres. L’exécution en 
est très belle; les exemplaires en sont rare, & elle est celle que l’on recherche de plus, après la 
célebre impression de Poëme, donnée avec les figures du Porro”. 

Provenance
Justin MacCarthy Reagh (1744-1812; pencilled notice on the verso of the front silk flyleaf; 
see Catalogue des livres rares et précieux de la Bibliothèque de feu le Comte de Mac Carthy Reagh. 
Tome Premier, IIe Partie, Paris, chez De Bure frères, 1815, p. 472, lot 3087, “Orlando Furioso, di 
Lodovico Ariosto. Venegia, Aldo, 1545, in-4. m. bl. dent. tab." (sold for 252 francs); 
Evans, booksellers in London, 1844 (Catalogue of a Portion of the Library of an Eminent Collec-
tor... which will be sold by Auction by Messrs. Evans, No. 93, Pall Mall on Wednesday, May 1. and 
Three Following Days, London 1844, p. 7, lot 135, “Ariosto, Orlando Furioso et di più aggiun-
tovi in fine più di Cinque Cento Stanze del Medesimo Auttore non più vedute. A rare and 
valuable Edition, fine copy, bound in blue morocco by Derome, tooled on the sides, silk linings, and gilt 
leaves, Ven. Aldus, 1545”; 
Edward Herbert Viscount Clive, second Earl of Powis (1785-1848; signature ‘Powis’ on the 
verso of the front silk flyleaf; see his sale at Sotheby, Wilkinson & Hodge, London, 22 Mar-
ch 1923, Catalogue of a Selected Portion of the Valuable Library from Powis Castle, Welshpool, The 
Property of The Right Hon. the Earl of Powis, lot 513, “Ariosto (L.) Orlando Furioso, old olive 
morocco, broad dentelle border on sides, bird stamp four times on back with stars, double-headed arrows, 
etc. pink silk linings, inside gilt border by Derome le Jeune, with his label, g. e.; sold as a binding [...] 
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4to. 1545”); 
Bernard Quaritch (see Catalogue of a Most Important Collection of Publications of the Aldine Press 
1494-1595, London 1929, lot 1026); 
Paul-Louis Weiller (1893-1993; ex-libris on the verso of the front silk flyleaf; see his sale, Paris, 
Laurin-Guillous-Buffetaud, Paris, 30 November 1988; Trésors de la Bibliothèque du Comman-
dant Paul-Louis Weiller). 

The first and only Orlando issued from the Aldine printing house – consid-
ered by Renouard “l’une des plus rares parmi les Editions Aldines” - and the 
first edition of Ariosto’s masterpiece containing the Cinque Canti, a fragment 
of ca. 4,400 verses written between 1518 and 1519, and probably revised by 
Ariosto himself in the middle of the 1520s. This additional section or gionta 
could be intended by Ariosto as a continuation of his poem – as the last canto 
concludes with the marriage of Ruggiero and Bradamante, the celebration of 
the Estense court, and its ‘generosa Erculea prole’ - but was never published 
in his lifetime. While the text of the forty-six cantos was probably borrowed 
from the most recent Giolito edition, the appendix with the gionta was an 
authentic novelty. The manuscript of these supplementary cantos were inher-
ited – alongside other Lodovico’s papers – by his son Virginio (1509-1560), 
and published posthumously in the Aldine edition. The Cinque Canti were 
reprinted in the Giunta Furioso of 1546, and starting from 1548 included by 
Gabriele de' Giolito in all his editions, in a version which differs in many 
details from the Aldine, containing other additional verses found in Ariosto’s 
papers, but omitting the first stanza, which was no longer proposed to the 
readers of the Furioso after the Aldine and Giunta editions.
In the edition of 1545 the additional five cantos are introduced by a title-page 
bearing the title Cinque Canti di un nuovo Libro di M. Ludovico Ariosto, i quali 
seguono la materia del Furioso, and the text opens with a dedicatory epistle by 
Aldus’ son Antonio Manuzio (ca. 1511-1559) to Giovanni Battista Oliva. Ac-
cording to even the traditional Aldine model, the texts are not supplemented 
with commentaries or illustrative apparatus, and the sole decorative feature is 
the celebrated Dolphin and Anchor printer’s device. As a further, well-recognized 
trade-mark, Ariosto’s text is set in italic type, the Aldine font rightly famous for 
its legiblility, and the stanze elegantly follow one another on the white page. 
The elegance of the Aldine Furioso was always highly praised, and emphasized 
by collectors. The earliest known owner of the copy here presented was one 
of the most refined bibliophiles of the late eighteenth century: the Count Jus-
tin MacCarthy Reagh (1744-1812). He was of Irish origin, but a naturalized 
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French citizen. He assembled, in Toulose, one of the finest private libraries of 
his age, favouring precious manuscripts, books printed on vélin or grand papier, 
editions of the greatest rarity, copies in exceptional condition, and – as stated 
in the foreword to his sale catalogue of 1815 - “les plus beaux ouvrages des 
imprimeurs anciens et modernes, comme les Aldes, à Venise, dont il se trouve 
plusieurs ouvrages en Grand Papier” (p. xij). MacCarthy desidered that the 
excellence and the rarity of his volumes should correspond to the beauty of 
bindings. Therefore, he employed skilled binders, and “pour ajouter encor à 
l’embellissement de ce Livres, M. de Mac-Carthy avoit chez lui une [...] per-
sonne qu’il s’occupoit à les régler, et qui le faisoit avec la plus grande précision 
[...] L’on verra aussi beaucoup de reliures de De Derome le Jeune [...] dont a 
perdu la manière, depuis la mort de célèbre relieur” (p. xiij). Also in the case 
of the Furioso, MacCarthy ‘perfectioned’ the intrinsic beauty and elegance of 
the Aldine edition: the copy was carefully reglé, and bound – between 1760 
and 1773, as this ticket with the address ‘rue S.t Jacque audeßus de S.t Benoist’ 
attests – by Nicolas-Denis Derôme le Jeune (1731-1790), the most expensive 
binder active at the time in Paris, who decorated the covers with exquisite 
dentelles and his famous fer à l’oiseau. A further precious feature are the silk linings, 
in a delicate rose-pink. The copy was sold for 250 francs, a considerable sum 
if we considered the price of 155 francs paid in the same sale for the copy on 
vellum of the Aldine Petrarch of 1501.
Later, the copy is traced in the library of well-known nineteenth-century 
collector of Aldines Edward Herbert Earl of Powis (1785-1848). The Powis’ 
‘Fine and extensive Collection of productions of the Aldine Press’ – including 
the Furioso of 1545 - was bought en bloc in 1923 by the London bookshop 
Quaritch, for the sum of 2,750 pounds.
The present copy of the Aldine Furioso – an edition which has rarely appeared 
on the market – narrates therefore a story of high book collecting, which 
finds one of its last ‘passage’ in the recherché collection owned by Paul-Louis 
Weiller.
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Orlando on blue paper

Orlando furioso di M. Ludouico Ariosto nouißimamente alla sua integrita ridotto & 
ornato di varie figure. Con alcune stanze del S. Aluigi Gonzaga in lode del medesimo. 
Aggiuntoui per ciascun Canto alcune allegorie, & nel fine una breue espositione et 
tauola di tutto quello che nell’opera si contiene. Con Gratia et Priuilegio. 
Venice, Gabriele Giolito de’ Ferrari, 1546. 
[Together with:] L’Espositione di tutti i vocaboli, et luoghi difficili, che nel Libro si 
trouano; Con una brieue Dimostratione di molte comparationi & sentenze dell’Ariosto 
in diuersi auttori imitate. Raccolte da M. Lodouico Dolce, e da lui stesso corrette et 
ampliate in questa quinta editione. Con Gratia & Priuilegio.
Venice, Gabriele Giolito de’ Ferrari, 1547. 

Two parts in one volume, 4° (215 x 149 mm). Printed on blue paper. Collation: A-Z8, 
AA-KK8; *8, **8, ***8, ****6. 264; [30] leaves. The second part, containing the Espositione by 
Lodovico Dolce, bearing on its separate title-page the imprint date ‘1547’. Roman and italic 
type, the cantos printed in two columns. The first title-page within an elaborate architectural 
border containing Giolito’s phoenix device (V 364); imprint set in type in a cartouche in 
the lower part of the border; in the second part different printer’s devices on the title-page 
(Z 538), and at the end (U 89). Medallion portrait of Ariosto, with a sonnet by Lodovico 
Dolce, on fol. *8v. Forty-six woodcuts (ca. 47 x 87 mm), one at the beginning of each canto. 
The argumenti within a woodcut border. Woodcut historiated initials in two different sizes. 
Seventeenth-century Italian limp vellum, gilt tooled (probably a remboîtage). Covers framed 
within double fillet, small floral tool at each inner corner. At the centre large gilt coat of arms 
of an unidentified bishop. Traces of ties. Spine with three raised bands, emphasized by gilt 
fillets. On the first and last compartments early inked shelfmark ‘K V 2’. A good copy, light 
foxing. A few spots on the title-page, the verso of the last leaf somewhat soiled. Fols. A4v and 
A5r lightly discoulored. Wormholes repaired to the lower margin of the last quires. Minor loss 
to the outer upper corner of fol. HH2. Small early ink stains, the upper margin of some leaves 
lightly trimmed. A few early marginal annotations and reading marks. 

Provenance
Early seventeenth-century ownership inscriptions on the verso of fol. *2, ‘Jo. Pompilio mano 
propria’, repeated twice, and ‘Io Domenico [?]’.

The rare Giolito 1546 quarto edition of Orlando, printed on blue paper. An 
extraordinary copy of one of the finest illustrated books produced in the 
Italian Cinquecento.
Gabriele Giolito de’ Ferrari (d. 1578) printed his first Furioso in 1542, inau-
gurating with this publication the re-opening - after the death of his father 
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Giovanni in 1541 - of his Venetian printing house all’insegna della Fenice, spe-
cialized in the field of modern and vernacular literature. The Giolito Furioso 
goes far beyond the previous editions by other printers: for the first time 
the text of the poem is supplemented with commentaries, and each canto is 
introduced by a woodcut vignette, and an argomento. The success of the inno-
vative publication was immediate and unprecented, and the Furioso became 
the ‘symbol’ itself of his printing house. From 1542 forwards the poem was 
constantly reissued, both in quarto and – from 1543 - in the more popular 
and cheaper octavo format, proclaiming Giolito’s success as a printer and busi-
nessman, and transforming the Furioso in a ‘classic’ of the modern literature. 
“The publisher who initiated this promotional effort and who was largely 
responsible for its success was Gabriele Giolito. In fact, the presentation of the 
Furioso as a new classic begins with the publication in 1542 of the first of the 
numerous Giolito editions [...] And even when other Venetian publishers such 
as Valvassori and Valgrisi began to produce rival editions in the 1550s, they 
continued to imitate the basic format that Giolito had introduced in 1542” 
(D. Javitch, Proclaiming a Classic, p. 31).
The 1546 edition opens – like in 1542 - with Giolito’s dedicatory epistle to 
Henri II de Valois, then Dauphin de France, who in 1533 had married Cater-
ina de’ Medici. In this preliminary text the printer highlights the similitaries 
between Ariosto’s poem – not a chivalric romance like any other - and the 
great ancient epics of Homer and Virgil. The text was edited by the Venetian 
poligraphe Lodovico Dolce (1508-1568), one of the closest collaborators of 
the Venetian house, and supplemented, as a second part, with his Espositione di 
tutti i vocaboli et luoghi difficili, che nel Libro si trovano; Con una brieve Dimostra-
tione di molte comparationi & sentenze dell’Ariosto in diversi auttori imitate, which 
offers the first repertory of ancient sources imitated or borrowed by Ariosto. 
The Espositione soon became the most frequently reprinted commentary to 
the Furioso. It was appended to the twenty-seven editions issued by Giolito 
between 1542 and 1560 (fifteen quartos and twelve octavos), to which the 
translation into Castilian of 1553 is to be added. According to Agnelli and 
Ravegnani’s Annali, Dolce’s commentary was also included in later editions 
published by other Venetian printers, such as Girolamo Scoto (1567), Dome-
nico and Giambattista Guerra (1568), Domenico Farri (1580), Paolo Ugolino 
(1602). Furthermore, from the edition of 1546, Giolito includes – as a reply 
to the Cinque Canti first published in 1545 by the rivaling Aldine printing 
house - his ‘novelty’, i.e. eighty-four stanzas dealing with the history of Italy, 
who he had in turn obtained by Ariosto’s son Virginio. 
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To the legitimation of the Furioso also contributed significantly the illustrative 
apparatus which accompanied the cantos, forty-six woodcuts which taken as a 
whole compose a cycle which represents - for stylistic quality, refined design, 
and abundance of details depicted – a significant step in the illustration of 
Orlando. Giolito’s illustrations deeply influenced the diffusion in the 1540s of 
cycles of frescoes inspired to the figures and plots narrated by Ariosto, defined 
by Francesca Caneparo the affreschi all’insegna della Fenice.
The identity of the skilled artist or artists responsible for design and cutting 
of the vignettes introducing each canto of the Furioso is yet unknown; more 
recently the name of the Bolognese painter Jacopo Francia (1484-1557) has 
been made, whereas a possible attribution to Giorgio Vasari is now generally 
refused. Indeed, Vasari cites the Giolito illustrations in his Vite, praising the 
“figure che Gabriel Giolito, stampatore de’ libri, mise negl’Orlandi Furio-
si, perciò che furono condotte con bella maniera d’intaglio” (Vite, Florence 
1568, ii, part iii, chap. 127). 
In 1541 the Venetian Senate had granted a ten-year privilege for the wood-
blocks or ‘intagli novi’ of the Furioso, giving Giolito the exclusive right for 
using this illustrative apparatus. They were then re-used – with a few changes 
- in the numerous subsequent editions issued by the Venetian printer until 
the quarto edition of 1559, and also employed for illustrating the Discorso 
sopra tutti i primi canti d’Orlando Furioso by Laura Terracina, published for the 
first time by him in 1549. Each vignette shows multiple scenes related to the 
canto itself, capturing visually the multifarious and ever changing narrative 
structure of the poem. The different episodes are diminished in size in the re-
ceding planes of the woodcut, and are conceived as separate but simultaneous 
actions: the major part of the vignettes depict two or three scenes from the 
related canto, but there are two woodcuts showing four episodes, whereas the 
vignette for canto xli depicts even – and within a surface of only 47 x 87 
mm – five scenes simultaneously.
The 1546 Giolitina is further enriched by a woodcut medallion portrait of 
Ariosto, from a block used first for the Furioso of 1542, and accompanied by 
a sonnet. The source is the profile portrait introduced by Niccolò Zoppino 
in his famous Furioso of 1530, then copied by Francesco Bindoni and Maffeo 
Pasini in 1531, and derived from Titian. The artist employed by Giolito re-in-
terpreted this earlier portrait, transforming it in a classical buste, and present-
ing Ariosto dressed in toga and laureal wreath. The new iconography had an 
immediate success and was imitated by other printers.  
The copy presented here is one of the few copies of Orlando printed by Gi-
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olito on blue paper, a production introduced first in 1514 by Aldus Manutius, 
following oriental practices which were particularly widespread in Venice, a 
city with strong trading links to East and at the same time a thriving dey-
ing industry. Like his illustrious precedecessor, Giolito used blue paper for 
volumes he considered exceptional and evidently commissioned by distin-
guished clientele, providing however a less expensive alternative to vellum. 
Surviving Giolitine on blue paper are quite rare, and an edition in carta turchina 
of the 1554 Furioso was sold in the Pinelli sale for 25 francs. Angela Nuo-
vo records copies on blue paper of the Giolito Furioso of 1543, 1544, 1549, 
1551, and 1554 (whereas of the 1542 edition two copies printed on vellum 
are known, preserved nowadays in the British Library and in the Newberry 
Library respectively). 
In this copy the Furioso of 1546 is supplemented by Dolce’s Espositione from 
the reprint of 1547. Copies of the Furioso of 1546 and 1547 printed on blue 
paper are unrecorded. As we said, Giolito re-issued continuously his Furio-
so, often changing dates on the title-pages during the printing, in order to 
re-propose on the market unsold copies in stock, or inserting quires from oth-
er issues. The inner composition of this volume might therefore testify hectic 
phases in the production and ‘packaging’ of a copy on blue paper commis-
sioned by a rich but impatient customer, as well as the aim to supplement the 
text of the poem with a ‘new’ version of the Espositione, which - as claimed 
on the its title-page dated 1547 – is corrected and enlarged.
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Tutto ricorretto, et di nuove figure adornato
Valgrisi Furioso, in a precious Venetian binding in Islamic style

Orlando furioso di M. Lodovico Ariosto, tutto ricorretto, et di nuoue figure adornato. 
Con le Annotationi, gli Auuertimenti, & le Dichiarationi di Ieronimo Ruscelli. La 
Vita dell’Autore, descritta dal Signor Giouan Battista Pigna. Gli Scontri de’ luoghi 
mutati dall’Autore doppo la sua prima impressione. La Dichiaratione di tutte le Istorie, 
& Fauole toccate nel presente libro, fatta da M. Nicolò Eugenico. Di nuouo aggiuntoui 
Li Cinque Canti, del medesimo Autore. Et una Tauola de' principij di tutte le Stanze. 
Con altre cose utili, & necessarie. Con Priuilegio. 
Venice, Vincenzo Valgrisi, 1568. 

Two parts in one volume, 4° (259 x 182 mm). Collation: *8, A-Z8, a-u8 (fol. X2 signed Y2).  
[16], 654, [34] pages (page 153 misnumbered 253). Italic and Roman types, the cantos printed 
in two columns. On fols. n3v-n4r the running-title of Canto iii erroneously printed as ‘canto 
qvarto’. Title-page within an elaborate architectural border containing Valgrisi’s serpent de-
vice (Z 1034) and medallion portrait of Ariosto (a reverse copy of the Giolito’s one); imprint 
set in type in a cartouche in the lower part of the border. Other Valgrisi’s devices on the 
separate title-page of the second part (U 28), containing the Annotationi by Ruscelli, and on 
the verso of the last leaf (Z 1036). Forty-six full-page woodcuts, one at the beginning of each 
canto (ca. 164 x 105 mm, one repeat, the woodcut for Canto ii is the same used for Canto i), 
set within two different borders with figures and grotesques. Five woodcuts illustrating the 
added Cinque Canti. Two smaller cherub borders for the argumento to each canto. Woodcut 
historiated initials. 
A superbe contemporary Venetian honey-brown morocco, over thin pasteboards. Covers fra-
med within a gilt Mamluk interlaced roll; small floral tool at the inner corners, at the centre 
large medallion in Islamic style. Extended yapp edges on three sides, traces of four pairs of 
green silk ties. Smooth spine, divided in compartments by gilt fillets and narrow interlaced 
rolls, compartments decorated with semé of trefoil tools. Edges gilt and gauffered in geometrical 
pattern (for a similar binding see T. De Marinis, La legatura artistica in Italia, ii, no. 2322, pl. 
403). In half-morocco folding-case. Paper flaws on fols. G5 and c8, a few fingermarks; minor 
loss to the outer lower blank corner of fols. N8 and R7. Insignificant waterstain to the lower 
outer corner of the last quires; a small, pale spot on the outer margin of the last quire. A deluxe 
and wide-margined copy, in a splendid binding with an excellent impression of woodcuts.

Provenance
From the outstanding library formed by Robert Hoe (1839-1909; red morocco ex-libris and 
gilt monogram stamp on the front pastedown; sale Anderson Auction Company, New York, 
24 April 1911, The Library of Robert Hoe. Illuminated Manuscripts, Incunabula, Historical Bindings, 
Early English Literature, Rara Americana... Part I. A to K, lot 99, “limp citron morocco, trefoil 
ornaments on the back, scroll panel and centre ornaments on the sides, overlap covers tooled 
on the edges, gauffred gilt edges, silk ties. A Venetian binding of the XVI century”);
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Wynne Rice Hugh Jeudwine (1920-1984; ex-libris on the front pastedown; sale Bloomsbury, 
London, 18 September 1984, Catalogue of the Important Collection of Printed Books formed by the 
Late W. R. Jeudwine, lot 37);
Pierre Berès (pencilled notices on both pastedowns).

The handsome and rare Furioso in quarto of 1568, edited for the Venetian printer 
Vincenzo Valgrisi by the well-known poligrafo Girolamo Ruscelli (1504-1566). 
The first edition of Valgrisi Furioso appeared in 1556, intending to rival both 
with the successful Giolito editions, and the 1553 Furioso printed by Giovan-
ni Andrea Valvassori. It offers one of the finest examples of multi-narrative 
book illustration, with the first full-page woodcuts for each canto of Ariosto’s 
masterpiece. Valgrisi’s publication became soon very popular, and his printing 
house printed more editions of Furioso than any other save that of Giolito, 
with seventeen editions up to 1587, and also issued an edition in octavo for 
the cheaper market. 
Ruscelli began to work to a new Orlando between 1552 and 1553, and based 
his editorial work on the text printed by Giolito in 1552, which however he 
maintains to have compared with previous editions of the 1530s, and some 
autograph corrections, received by Ariosto’s brother Galasso. His philolog-
ical ambition, and the textual accuracy employed, are already declared on 
the title-page: the Furioso is now “tutto ricorretto”, and in polemic against 
Lodovico Dolce Ruscelli “sought to rival him as the editorial custodian of 
Ariosto’s poem” (D. Javitch, Proclaiming a Classic, p. 39). The poem is supple-
mented with new commentaries and paratexts, among them the Annotationi, 
et Avvertimenti sopra i luoghi importanti del Furioso by Ruscelli - mainly taken 
from the compendium published by Tullio Fausto da Longiano in 1542, and 
the Raccolto di molti luoghi, tolti et felicemente imitati in più autori, dall’Ariosto nel 
Furioso, in which Ruscelli substantially pirated the Espositione composed by 
Dolce for Giolito, quoting the names of other commentators but never that 
of his great and fierce rival.
From the edition issued in 1560 the poem is further accompanied by an en-
larged version of the Ariosto’s Vita composed by the secretary of the Estense 
court and minister of Alfonso II Giovanni Battista Pigna, and originally pub-
lished in his treatise I Romanzi (1554). In the Vita Pigna apparently refers to 
a Titian portrait - “egli di mano dell’eccellentissimo Titiano pare che ancor 
sia vivo” - that could be the source of the block designed for the Zoppino 
Furioso of 1536, then re-interpreted by Giolito as a laureate classical poet, and 
now proposed, in reverse form, by Valgrisi in the rich architectural title-bor-
der which opens the volume. Starting from the Furioso of 1565 Valgrisi added 
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the texts of the Cinque Canti, prose allegories, and argumenti by Luigi Groto 
from Adria (1541-1585). These supplementary texts are also appended to the 
edition of 1568 here presented. 
The Valgrisi Furioso is rightly famous for its full-page illustrations, all newly 
designed and are mentioned on the title-page and at the beginning of Ruscelli’s 
dedicatory epistle to Alfonso d’Este, duke of Ferrara. Each woodcut, framed 
within fine borders with figures and grotesques, records one or more scenes 
from the canto illustrated, thanks to a skillful use of the perspective and fol-
lowing the iconographic tradition established by Giolito. 
The design of these woodcuts was ascribed in the nineteenth century to the 
Ferrarese painter Dosso Dossi (1480-1542) by Girolamo Baruffaldi, later to 
his brother Battista Dossi (1517-1548) by Paul Kristeller owing his manierism. 
Recently, the name of Battista was proposed again, as well as that of an artist 
belonging to the circle of Giovanni Britto. “Most likely, however, the wood-
cuts are, again, by a minor artist trained to draw intricate designs. If intricacy 
was his ambition, Valgrisi’s illustrator was eminently successful, and was faith-
fully aided by an accomplished woodcutter. The illustrations are amazingly 
complex, and have considerable animation [...] They are narrative in style and 
attempt to show all important episodes of each canto in a serie of scenes on 
receding planes” (Ph. Hofer, Illustrated Editions of “Orlando Furioso”, p. 32). A 
further innovative feature of Valgrisi cycle is the introduction of geographic 
charts as a background of the multiple plots of the poem, as representation of 
that geographical space which Ariosto continuously enlarges in the Furioso, 
including in the definitive edition of 1532 the discoveries of the navigators – 
“nuovi Argonauti e nuovi Tifi” (Canto xv) - of his time. Owing to the presence of 
these “geographic charts which one flies over as if on a hippogryph” (Hofer, 
cit., p. 33) the name of the Venetian publisher, cartographer and print mer-
chant Donato Bertelli was also proposed as a responsible for the woodcuts il-
lustrating the Valgrisi Furioso. The woodblocks were re-used in the subsequent 
editions issued from Valgrisi’s printing house, until 1603.
One of the greatest points of interest of this copy lies in its spectacular con-
temporary morocco binding of Islamic inspiration, evidently originating in 
Venice and commissioned by its unknown but surely distinguished and af-
fluent first owner. It offers a striking testimony to the Ottoman influence on 
the Venetian craftsmen active in bookbinding, which can be traced until the 
end of the sixteenth century. The debt is evident in the great elaborateness of 
its decoration, and the gilt ornament motifs employed, close to contempo-
rary pattern in the decorative arts or embroidery designs: the ‘moresque’ or 
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Mamluk interlaced scroll, the central medallion, the somptuosly gauffered gilt 
edges in geometrical pattern, the extended yapp edges. Some ducal Commis-
sioni – i.e. official documents signed by the Doges or by the Procurators and 
granted to Venetian patricians elected to the highest offices - present similar 
gilt-tooled covers. Tammaro De Marinis argued that these bindings in Islamic 
style – including the bindings with polychrome filigree decoration – could be 
the result of a collaboration between Persian and Venetian binders, but “there 
is however no archival evidence of the existence of Persian craftmen in Venice 
at the time” (A. Hobson, Islamic Influence on Venetian Renaissace Bookbinding, p. 
114). The exquisite binding here presented further reveals the great appeal of 
the Furioso and the wide range of its readership in Cinquecento. As the result 
of this popularity, the poem was offered on the market in various forms, in 
the less expensive format in octavo as well as in wide-margined and lavishly 
illustrated editions. The Furioso was the most largely diffused work in the 
Venetian homes, and it could be bound in plain limp vellum, or housed, like 
in this case, in deluxe bindings: however, it was in the hands of every kind 
of readers, of small, middle or great rank. To borrow the well-chosen phrase 
by Marina Beer, the Furioso was a book for the pubblico di corte as well as the 
pubblico di piazza. 
The copy was owned in the early 1900s by the outstanding American bibliophile 
Robert Hoe, one of the founders of the Grolier Club, and its first president. 
As stated in the foreword to the sale catalogue of his marvellous collection, 
“he was a lover of fine bindings, and his library is rich in specimens of the 
work of all the great binders, ancient and modern”. 
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The most elaborate of the sixteenth-century editions
(Ruth Mortimer)

Orlando Furioso di M. Lodouico Ariosto. Nuouamente adornato di Figure di Rame da 
Girolamo Porro Padouano Et Di Altre cose che saranno notate nella seguente facciata. 
Venice, Francesco De Franceschi, 1584.

Two parts in one volume, large 4° (270 x 185 mm). Collation: *4, **8,***8, A-Z8, a-u8; a-l4
 

(fol. 
**4 signed *4). [40], 654, [34] pages; 43, [1] leaves. Italic and roman type, the cantos printed in 
two columns. Title-page engraved and signed by Girolamo Porro, within an architectural border 
including a portrait of Ariosto (a reverse copy of Giolito’s one), standing figures of Mars and Venus 
with Cupid, and De Franceschi’s Peace-device (U 776); another printer’s device on the title-page 
of the second part (V 330). Separate title-pages for the Cinque Canti, and for the Osservazioni del 
Sig. Alberto Lavezuola, both signed ‘Giacomo Francho Fecit’. Forty-six-full-page engravings (202 x 
138 mm), one for each canto (plate for Canto ix signed by Porro), and five for the Cinque Canti; 
plus an extra leaf inserted between fols. 

2
a7 and 

2
a8, on which is pasted the original plate for Can-

to xxxiv, generally suppressed in the recorded copies. Engraved borders for the argomenti, in six 
different border designs, some engraved on more than one copperplate. Cherub, grotesque, and 
foliated initials; cherub headpieces, grotesque tailpieces. 
Fine contemporary Italian red morocco, over pasteboards. Covers within a richly tooled frame 
of gilt fillets, and decorated by floral and foliate motifs. Floral cornerpieces and large fleuron at 
the centre. Spine with five raised bands, compartments decorated with gilt floral tools, title in 
gilt lettering on the second one. Edges gilt and gauffered in floral pattern. Minor repairs to the 
headcups and joints. In a modern red cloth case. A very attractive, wide-margined copy, with the 
plates in fresh impression. Slight browning, some finger-marks. Minor tear to the upper blank 
margin of fol. N5. Old repairs to the lower blank margin of fols. G8 and d4. A few annotations 
and underlinings, in an early hand. In the same hand the textual emendations and additions on 
fols. **3r and L6r.

Provenance
Carlo Gualteruzzi (early seventeenth-century ownership inscription on the upper margin of the 
first title-page).

An extraordinary copy of the lavish illustrated Furioso of 1584, bound in a 
magnificent contemporary Italian binding and complete with the original plate 
designed for Canto xxxiv, representing St. John the Evangelist and Astolfo and 
missing in the mostly copies recorded. 
From a textual point of view, the Furioso printed by Francesco De Franceschi 
- bookseller and printer originating from Siena (Tuscany), and active in Venice 
all’insegna della Pace from 1561 until 1599 - is a substantial reprint of the text edited 
by Girolamo Ruscelli for Valgrisi. As remarkable novelties, new supplementary 
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texts were even added, such as a Vita of Ariosto by Giacomo Garofalo from Fer-
rara, an allegorical interpretation of the Furioso by Giuseppe Bononome, a list of 
epithets by Camillo Camilli, and above all the Osservationi sopra il Furioso di m. 
Lodovico Ariosto. Nelle quali si mostrano tutti i luoghi imitati dall’Auttore nel suo Poema, 
composed by Alberto Lavezuola (d. 1583). This is the last commentary to the 
imitations embodied in the Furioso produced in the Renaissance, highly praised 
for its accuracy and the attention paid, in contrast with Dolce’s predominant 
reading, to Ariosto’s borrowings from ‘modern’ authors such as Dante, Boccaccio, 
and Poliziano. Nonetheless, Lavezuola’s Osservazioni were not republished again 
until 1730.
The book is however famous for its exceptional iconography: it is considered the 
achievement of the sixteenth-century illustration of the Furioso, and for the first 
time in the history of Furioso, the illustrations are copperplates. Responsible for 
the execution was the well-known engraver from Padua Girolamo Porro (1529-
1600), trained as a goldsmith and probably a pupil of the medaillist and engraver 
from Parma Enea Vico. The inner title-pages on fols. l3r and a1r are signed by the 
younger Giacomo Franco (ca. 1550-1620), who collaborated to the publishing 
initiative. “The only Furioso to stand out from the normal run of editions after 
1566 was one printed in 1584 by Francesco De Franceschi. Its appeal to the 
reader was based, typically for its time, on the literary and artistic presentation of 
the poem rather than on the accuracy of the text. The basis for the edition was 
Ruscelli’s text and annotations. New engravings by Girolamo Porro were consid-
ered important enough to be the first attraction listed after the name on the title 
page” (B. Richardson, Print Culture in Renaissance Italy, p. 148)
The volume is introduced by De Franceschi’s dedicatory epistle to the patron and 
art collector Ippolito Agostini, bailli of Siena, in which the printer mentions the 
illustrative apparatus included in his new publication, supplemented “con figure in-
tagliate in rame, le più belle, che forse sieno state poste per ornamento di tal Poema” 
(fol. *4v). De Franceschi had already issued handsome illustrated books, such as De 
Architectura by Vitruvius (1567), Libro primo d’architettura by Sebastiano Serlio (1581), 
and editions of Ovidius and Petrarch. The Furioso is doubtless his most famous, and 
lavish publication, and caught always the attention of collector. The illustrative cycle 
for the Furioso of 1584 is mainly based on the woodcuts designed and cut for the 
Valgrisi Furioso, but Porro’s copperplates are not actually replicas of this earlier tem-
plate. In fact, the differences are numerous. For his multiple narratives the engraver 
selects often different episodes, new inventions are added, and the elaborate frames 
by the anonymous artist employed by Valgrisi are replaced by simple patterns, only 
three millimeters wide. The use of the bird’s-eye perspective is exceptional. 
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Porros’s copperplates were copied to illustrate John Harington’s first English 
translation of Orlando, printed in London by Richard Field in 1591, though with 
alterations and changes, as a general reducing of the scale, and the adaption to 
English taste of decorative or architectural elements typical of Italian Renaissance.
The Furioso of 1584 is well-known for the ‘mystery’ of the suppressed engraving 
for Canto xxxiv, a fascinating case study which “ha fatto scervellare i bibliografi 
e disperare bibliofili ed antiquari”, i.e. did mad bibliographers, and despairing 
bibliophiles and booksellers (R. Ridolfi, “L’Orlando Furioso del 1584 e una sua 
singolarità tipografica”, p. 92). Indeed, in the all recorded copies, the plate for 
Canto xxxiii is repeated in order to replace the one for Canto xxxiv.  There 
were various methods of supplying the missing plate. Sometimes it was inserted in 
facsimile, or taken from the London 1591 edition, with English text on the verso, 
although Harington did not possess a copy of the original Italian edition with the 
correct plate for Canto xxxiv, and his plate is indeed a replica, in reverse, of the 
Valgrisi woodcut. In extremely rare cases, the original plate is pasted – as in the 
copy presented here – on an extra leaf, or a cancel. 
The reasons why this illustration was removed to be replaced by a re-used copper-
plate are not definitely clear. As Brunet argued, the original plate for illustrating 
Canto xxxiv might not have been finished in time; or it might have been erro-
neously used – as Ridolfi maintains - for a previous canto, then cancelled and later 
mislaid. It might have been more simply damaged or broken during the printing, 
and for this reason replaced by the printer, who repeated the plate xxxiii. It is also, 
and more generally, believed that the plate would be suppressed by the Inquisition 
or that the printer himself might prudently have decided to suppress it, owing to 
the scene in foreground, showing St. John Evangelist in his palace “nel terrestre 
paradiso” greeting the pagan Astolfo. Considering the severe Counter-Reform 
climate this hypothesis is quite plausible, and apparently more intriguing. 
However, this copy is one of the extremely few copies – they can be counted on 
one hand – of the Furioso of 1584 containing the copperplate depicting St. John 
and Astolfo, printed on thiner paper and glued on an extra leaf inserted between 
fols. 

2
a7 and 

2
a8, an exceptional feature which testifies the fact that some prints 

would then have been run off and inserted between the duplicated illustration 
and the text of Canto xxxiv.
The high value of this copy is further enriched by its deluxe contemporary Italian 
binding in red morocco, and its distinguished earlier provenance: on the upper 
margin of the first title-page there is the ownership inscription of one Carlo 
Gualteruzzi, a descendent, probably the nephew, of the doubtless more famous 
editor and executor of Pietro Bembo, Carlo Gualteruzzi from Fano (1500-1577).
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